INSTALLATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS FOR
STORAGE
CALORIFIERS AND BUFFER VESSELS
INSTALLATION
Lifting & Handling: Use lifting eyes were fitted. Do not lift a Calorifier using the insulation (if fitted). Straps
may crush the insulation. The shell of the Calorifier may be made of relatively light gauge metal and care
should be exercised when handling and moving the unit not to damage the shell. Do not lift the calorifier
using chains directly in contact with the shell. Do not allow operatives to stand on the calorifier.
Siting: Unless specifically ordered for outside siting the calorifier must be sited indoors. Foundations must be
firm and level to prevent settling, pipe strain or distortion of the calorifier. Unless specifically ordered
differently, the calorifier should be installed in a level position. For Calorifiers with removable tube bundles,
ensure enough room exists to withdraw the bundle from the shell. For calorifiers with inspection openings
ensure enough room exists to gain access to the opening.
Protective covers/plugs may be fitted to connections to protect them in transit. These must be removed prior
to use. If a connection is not required seal it appropriately. Check for and remove any foreign material, which
may have got into the vessel. Pipe-work connected to the calorifier should be supported to prevent loads
being transmitted to the calorifier. Provide for thermal expansion with bends and expansion joints. To avoid
corrosion do not use copper or galvanized pipework. Fit isolation valves prior to calorifier connections (NOT
TO THE VENT) to facilitate servicing. For flanged connections tighten bolts in a diametrically opposite
sequence to load the flanges evenly onto the gasket. For screwed connections use a thread sealant
approved for use with potable water by the local water authority. Ensure that the tube bundle can be isolated
and easily disconnected for removal during maintenance. The vent must not be blocked so, if the unit may
need to be isolated from the vent, fit a 3-way vent valve. Ensure adequate venting for air removal during
filling and operation ("sealed" systems should have an auto-airvent and a manual air vent valve for this).
Pressure and temperature relief valves (and bursting discs if fitted) should have their outlets piped away to a
safe disposal point, preferably via an air-break and tundish so that discharge is unrestricted and easily
visible. Water expansion must be accommodated by separate expansion vessel on the cold feed side (on
sealed systems) or via the vent pipe on vented systems. Allowing expanded water back into the cold feed
tank on vented systems is not recommended as the resultant warm water will encourage bacterial growth.
To avoid damage in transit the pipe-work and pump of an anti-stratification set (if included) may be supplied
loose for fitting on site. The pump should be installed to circulate water from the top of the cylinder to the
bottom. To ensure that the anti-stratification pump does not adversely affect performance of the calorifier
during peak demand periods the power supply to the pump should be timed to come on during periods of low
demand if possible, but often enough to guarantee heating the calorifier contents fully for a period of at least
1 hour per day. The unit should be flushed thoroughly with clean water prior to operation.

COMMISSIONING & OPERATION
Do not operate the equipment at pressures or temperatures in excess of those specified on the nameplate of
the vessel marking. Do not subject the equipment to conditions of vacuum or partial vacuum. This is
particularly vital for calorifiers. For example partial vacuum can be caused if the cold feed or the vent are
restricted during draw off or drain down.Please always install an anti-vacuum valve.
It is assumed here that the secondary pipework is already full of water.
For sealed systems it is assumed here that any cold-water booster set and/or pressure-reducing valve is
already commissioned and set to the correct pressure.
Start with primary, secondary flow, return and cold feed valves closed, anti-stratification and secondary recirculation pumps off.
Close the drain valve.
For sealed systems ensure auto-air vent is operational
For sealed systems open manual vent valves
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For sealed systems open expansion vessel isolation valve
Open the cold feed valve and slowly fill the calorifier with cold water.
For sealed systems when water reaches the manual vent valve, close it.
When the calorifier is full slowly introduce the hot fluid to the tube bundle. Allow the unit to heat up. Adjust
the temperature control gradually and ensure that the correct operating temperature is maintained by it.
If the calorifier is open vented and shares a vent with other calorifiers, connect it to the common vent using
the 3-way valve.
Carefully open the secondary flow and return valves
Open anti-stratification pump isolation valves
Switch anti-stratification and secondary re-circulation pumps’ power on
Check that all gaskets are effective when the unit is operating - some bolt tightening may be necessary after
the unit has been first heated and subsequently from time to time. Following installation and commissioning it
is advisable to remove, clean and re-assemble any strainers. All fluids must be drained when the unit is out
of operation to prevent freezing or possible corrosion.

MAINTENANCE
Annual maintenance should include cleaning debris from the base of the calorifier to comply with guidelines
on prevention of legionella bacteria proliferation. Also the site insurers may require annual inspection of tube
bundle and shell condition.
If a loss of performance or increase in primary pressure drop has been observed the following are possible
causes: a) Primary fluid restriction (blocked strainer, faulty control valve etc.)
b) Air lock on primary side.
c) Scale deposits on the heater battery tube surfaces (primary or secondary side). This can severely affect
heat transfer rates.
To drain the calorifier down (secondary side)
Obtain a complete set of replacement gaskets.
It is assumed here that all isolation valves (except drain) are open at the start.
Isolate the primary fluid inlet and outlet - switch off primary pump and boilers if necessary.
Switch off the secondary system return pump and isolate secondary return to calorifier.
Switch off anti-stratification pump power.
Isolate the secondary flow
Isolate the cold feed
For sealed systems reduce the residual calorifier pressure by manually operating the safety valve - some hot
water will
come out
For sealed systems open the manual vent valve to allow air in during drain-down
Ensure that the anti-vacuum valve is not stuck shut - also ensure that a vent is available at the top of
the calorifier of flow area at least one half the flow area of the drain connection.
Remove one of the fittings on the top of the calorifier if necessary to achieve this. Partial vacuum,
caused by inadequate venting of calorifiers during drain-down
If the calorifier is open vented and shares a vent with other calorifiers, isolate it from the common vent using
the 3-way valve (it will now vent to atmosphere).
Pipe the drain to a drain point and open the drain valve.
The calorifier shell internal condition can be inspected by removing the inspection cover or the tube-bundle
(see below) to allow visual examination.
Re-fit new gaskets and re-fill the calorifier according to the commissioning instructions above.
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To check for leaking tubes
Drain the secondary side as above. Mark all relative positions of covers, etc., to ensure correct re-assembly.
Isolate the primary side. Remove primary pipework and header. Bolt the tube plate fully to the secondary
shell. Isolate the secondary flow and return. Fill the secondary shell to normal working pressure (or to test
pressure if isolated properly from the system). Inspect tubes for leaks. Do not leave unit standing under test
pressure for longer than necessary. Before making repairs reduce the pressure to atmospheric. Leaking
tubes can sometimes be sealed using plugs. If the leak is between tube and tube-plate it may be possible to
effect repairs using roller expanders. Re-test, drain, re-fit header (with new gaskets) and re-fill as above.
Removing and cleaning tube bundles
Drain as above. Remove header as above. The tube bundle may be heavy. Ensure that adequate facilities
are available to withdraw the bundle without distortion or damage. Avoid damaging surfaces of flanges.
When lifting or working on the tube bundle support it by the tube plates and the support plates - ideally on
wooden blocks cut to fit the curvature of the tube bundle. The tube bundle must not be supported on the
tubes. Do not bend or distort supports and baffles.
Because U-tube bundles are fairly tightly packed, chemical cleaning, e.g. using acid solution containing
inhibitors, will generally give the best results. Take care that the chemicals used will not cause any adverse
or hazardous reaction with the materials of the tube bundle or the deposits being cleaned.
Do not blow steam through single tubes - this will cause the tube to expand and disrupt the tube joint.
Do not blow air through tubes if they may contain inflammable fluids (explosion hazard)
Re-fit the tube bundle using new gaskets and re-fill the calorifier. Check all gaskets and joints for signs of
leaks.
For further advice contact: info@scainox.it
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GENERAL TERMS OF SALE
1. This document replaces and cancels all previous editions.
2. The prices and models can be varied without any prior notice and are only binding if agreed with Sca
inox S.r.l. by order confirmation.
3. All the orders are subject to the approval of our company.
4. We do not accept any orders without a precise indication of the delivery location.
5. The customer’s order implies the acceptance of our general terms of sale.
6. Our company reserves the right to improve its products without prior notice without this implying any
modifications to contracts and/or commission.
7. The orders placed are binding for the customer and cannot be modified or cancelled without prior
consent from our company.
8. The orders are only considered to have been accepted when our company issues the order
confirmation.
9. The delivery terms are indicative and not binding for our Company. Any delays or partial deliveries
cannot lead to the customer cancelling the order or making any claims for refunds for damage and/or
suspension of payments.
10. No variations or modifications may be made to orders being processed.
11. The delivery date means the day on which the goods leave our factory. The warranty is valid as of
that date.
12. Where not specifically indicated, the transport and packaging costs are to be borne by the customer.
13. For carriage free delivery, the goods are considered FOT (free on truck); any expenses for any
necessary equipment for moving them are to be borne by the customer.
14. No complaints are accepted unless they are made upon receiving the goods and not exceeding the
legal deadlines.
15. Any damage caused by the freight operator must be challenged with the carrier and a copy must be
sent to us, within eight days of delivery.
16. No returns are accepted without our prior authorisation and must be sent to us carriage paid.
17. Any appeals do not imply the right to suspend payments.
18. Products presumed to be faulty are inspected and if necessary repaired exclusively at the Sca inox
S.r.l. workshop. No interventions are provided on other premises. Any requests for interventions or
inspections are charged to the customer.
19. In the event of confirmed product faults, our company will replace or repair the faulty product or faulty
parts, according to its final decision; further to this the customer has no right to make any other
claims.
20. Any warranty becomes void if all the instructions shown in our diagrams, instruction manuals and
technical data sheets have not been followed or if any legal provisions or specific technical
regulations have not been respected. It will also be void in the event of any unauthorised repairs,
tampering or use of non-original or faulty components or accessories.
21. The systems must be built with respect for legal requirements and technical regulations in a
workmanlike manner.
22. The drinking water supply quality requirements must comply with Presidential Decree 236/88
implementing Directive no. 80/778/EEC. The water must also be treated to ensure that it is balanced,
preventing scaling or corrosion.
23. All distributions of cold water must be equipped with mechanical or, even better, hydropneumatic,
shock absorbers, to prevent water hammer. The safety valve must be installed in all the tanks
calibrated to a pressure of no more than the maximum working pressure of the tank. An expansion
vessel with membrane for drinking water must also be provided.
24. All the systems must have an earthing connection.
25. Where necessary cathode protection devices must be installed.
26. Notwithstanding prior agreements, the maximum accumulation temperature for all products is 90°C.
27. Any inspections by our technical staff will be carried out according to the customer's prior
authorisation.
28. Any missing or late payments provide authorisation for us to suspend further supplies.
29. For late payments interests will be charged equal to the interest rate of the European Central Bank
plus 7%. The interest will begin from the day after the payment deadline.
30. Weights, measurements, surfaces, shapes, dimensions, performance and other data indicated in the
general catalogue and in other documents generated by Sca inox S.r.l. are indicative and not
binding. They may undergo modifications and improvements without prior notice. Sca inox S.r.l.
reserves the right to 10% tolerance on the contents and dimensions.
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